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Knots: Your Complete Step By Step
Guide To Knot, Knot Uses & Knot
Tying

Knots for beginners. Your complete step-by-step guide! Are you ready to learn all about the different
variations of functional and decorative knots out there? If so, you've come to the right place!
Learning to tie knots is not only great for your brain, but you'll also learn many functional knots that'll
come in handy during day-to-day life as well as a series of impressive decorative knots. No
experience? No worries! This book is perfect for the complete beginner! Here's a preview of what
this knotting book contains: An introduction to knots Basic knots explained and how to tie them
Arborist knots that you'll need to know (And how to tie them correctly!) Scouting knots that'll come in
handy (Must listen!) Nautical knots! Every boating knot you'll need to know The essential climbing
knots explained and how to tie them Fishing knots explained including the arbor, clean hitch & back
Splice Rescue knots that you can't afford to not know Decorative knots that're pleasant to the eye
Rope care tips And much, much more
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This book has pictures, descriptions, and very brief instructions for many knots. Instead of providing
detsils it has an html link for each knot. The link is supposed to take you to the free web site
AnimatedKnots.com.When I clicked on one of the links in the book, the web page that it opened
informed me that my tablet was infected with viruses. I have Avast antivirus installed so I suspect
that the web page was in fact a scam so I mmediately closed it. I ran an Avast scan and found

nothing.Spend a few dollars more on a book the allows a preview.

I've always wanted to learn different ways on knotting but didn't get the chance. Now that I have this
book, I can knot ropes in several ways already. The instructions were very easy plus there were
pictures of each step so it was really easy to follow. Every time I forget how to knot in a certain way,
I just open this book and I get it right away. Several types of ropes were also discussed but not all.
You can never tell when you would need the ability to knot ropes so I'm keeping this book for sure.

bought this book the day after I received my Kindle and have been quite impressed with it. This
book shows you how to tie a variety of knots. The illustrations are great and the text supplements
the illustrations well. Properly tied knots keep the line strength maximized while being easy to untie.
I would recommend this book for anyone wanting to learn about knots or just refresh their memory.

This book is the best Ebook I ever had so far because of how interesting and real life lessons I can
get with it. This book about different kinds and types of knots will surely help me in the future.
Having to know this things helps me to be aware of the great uses of knots and how to effectively tie
good knots when having a specific situation/s.
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